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Presentation Notes
Good afternoon.  The University of Calgary’s state-of-the-art Taylor Family Digital Library, or TFDL, opened in the Fall of 2011. The TFDL has digital technologies integrated throughout the building as the name would suggest.  An important objective of the overall technology program is to support the creation of new knowledge – which led us to develop multimedia creation services and resources applicable to all programs on campus. You will also find out how it is that I became involved with these service developments as the former fine arts librarian. Unfortunately my colleagues Shawna Sadler, the TFDL Technology Officer who is a librarian with a media technology background, and Dylan Tetrault, our recently hired Digital Media Commons Manager were not able to attend today. However, I wish to thank them for their valuable input into this presentation.



Overview 

• TFDL planning process:  
Why multimedia creation  
services? 

• Collections of the 21stc 
• Collaborations 
• Digital Media Commons 

• Facilities, hardware, software, services 
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I’ll provide: * an overview of the planning process for our digital library – which provides the rationale behind offering multimedia creation services and resources * collections required for these services – and briefly rights issues* the distribution of these services between collaborating units and  *an overview of the Digital Media Commons services in particular, including facilities, hardware, and software, in support of multimedia creation The photograph here is an image of an interactive media wall at the entrance to the library.  A person can draw on the touch table in front of the media wall, upload files with a USB stick, surf the internet, or use other applications provided….alluding to the user as knowledge creator and to the user-driven focus of the building and services therein.



TFDL Planning Process 

Process review teams (2003) 
 

• Fine Arts unit (Library)  
and Visual Resources  
Centre are aligned  
conceptually 
• In 2007, they become 
one administrative  
unit 
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 * One of the early stages of our planning process for a new building involved process review teams. * Putting our egos aside, we grouped functions together that should ideally be either close or adjacent to each other in a new facility or merged into a common service point.* An alignment was identified between the Fine Arts area with its collection with a high proportion of materials in special formats (such as: CDs, LPs, music scores, art and theatre files, digital images, and play scripts) and the Visual Resources Centre – a unit closely aligned with our IT Communications Media area – which was not yet part of the Library.  The Visual Resources Centre provided slide and interdisciplinary video collections and services – as well as online access to the digital images collaboratively with the Library. * In 2003, we were still planning separate but adjacent facilities however in 2007, we became one administrative unit – whose facilities were only integrated into one physical service point with the move to the TFDL in Fall 2011. 



TFDL Planning Process 

TFDL Implementation Team (2008-9) 
 
• Collections 
• Learning Services 
• Media Technology 
• Outreach 
• Research Support 
• Staffing 
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The photo here is of one of the collaborative workrooms.By 2008, our planning became focussed on program implementation. Here are some excerpts from the team reports – which provide a framework for multimedia creation resources and services. *The vision articulated for the facility was a technology rich, creative space and an integrated Library/Archive/Museum. *User-driven, learner-focused  *To support knowledge creation and dissemination utilizing information beyond traditional scholarly text, embracing digital objects for repurposing and the creation of new knowledge…and to support the collection, distribution, utilization and dissemination of such digital objects for our research community. *To consider technologies and content that students use outside of those provided by us, to plan user-focused collections, services and activities. *To establish requirements for a responsive and supportive rights environment that allows for educational, research and other creative activity – as technology changes collections by removing barriers to access and by creating the potential for new types of use.  *To provide user operated technology for the creation of digital surrogates (including artifacts, art, special collections). These surrogates should be suitable for desktop delivery, re-use in creative projects, use in scholarly communication and in scholarly sharing. * To provide a service that migrates content between all types of format, digital to print on demand, print to digital, analog to digital (e.g., LP to audio file, film to digital video)  *Along with information literacy, developing digital, media, and visual literacy programs is of increasing importance



TFDL Planning: Collections… 

• Digital media use is an integral part of student life 
• Apply user-focused, learner-driven concepts to collections  
• Increased importance of media collections: streaming video, 
streaming audio, digital images, video games 
• Interactive media – allowing users to interact with content, e.g. 
creating playlists or presentations; manipulating data – and 
provide tools to do so 
• Develop collections that allow for re-use, re-mixing, mash-ups 
• Facilitate public domain, creative commons, royalty-free 
content.  Guidance for (ambiguous) copyright issues 
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 * Digital media use is an integral part of student life *So let us apply user-focused, learner-driven concepts to collections * Increased importance of media collections, e.g. streaming video, streaming audio, digital images, video games and… *Interactive media – allowing users to interact with content, e.g. creating playlists or presentations; manipulating data – and provide tools to do so *Develop collections that allow for re-use, re-mixing, mash-ups *License resources with an understanding that format migration is expected.   *License resources with broadest use and re-use rights possible.  *Facilitate public domain, creative commons, royalty-free content.   *Provide guidance for (ambiguous) copyright issues



Collaboration between TFDL units 

• Visual & Performing Arts 
• Digital Media Commons  
• Learning Commons 
• Spatial & Numeric Data (SANDS) 
• Visualization Lab 
• Libraries and Cultural Resources 
• U of Calgary IT 
• Student Success Services 
• Students Union (funding contributions) 
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Multimedia creation services and collections are provided collaboratively from a number of different areas of the TFDL as you can see on this slide. These aren’t the only collaborations.  For example, the Digital Media Commons is also collaborating with the Faculty of Environmental Design for 3D rapid prototyping and printing services.The clients of these services are not only students and faculty but also Libraries and Cultural Resources library, museum and archives staff, to support their future digital curation projects.Note that there are several other digital media facilities on campus, e.g. an arts lab for art and music. Most of the other facilities on campus are restricted to particular clients, such as students in a particular course or program, or are fee-based.  The TFDL facilities are open to all equally, a student wanting to do a multimedia project for an English class or a science student needing a visual presentation of scientific data. 



TFDL Visual & Performing Arts 

• Collections now browsable 
• RFIDed for self checkout 
• CDs and DVDs in lockable cases 
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 *Not all media is digital… *Our online fine arts and media collections are extensive however the new Visual & Performing Arts unit continues to be a busy place, not only offering assistance with online resources but also providing traditional formats.  * Collections are now more accessible. Many of the collections have been RFIDed. *  Users enjoy browsing the stacks for videos, LPs, music parts, art and theatre files, as well as other special format collections that were previously staff-mediated. * The video preview rooms are equipped with large LCD screens and media podiums complete with computers with touch controls to adjust volume, lighting and such; a microphone; blu ray player; and a VHS player.* A digital Yamaha piano is available to use with headphones to preview music scores – for practice or just for enjoyment.  It is also possible to save your music onto a USB drive from the piano for use in multimedia projects. The adjacent Media Commons will have more portable Midi keyboards to complement this service.* The piano was an instant success with students.* Another student and researcher favourite is un-mediated access to the LP collection (of 40,000 LPs)  - which by some miracle has survived. A USB turntable brings the LP collection into the digital age – by making it possible for undergrads and researchers to digitize their music and save as MP3 files or onto CDs.



Digital Media Commons: 
Mac Pro Computer Workstations 
Standard OSX Software:  

• iMovie 
• Garage Band 
• iPhoto… 

Adobe Creative Suite 5:  
• Photoshop 
• Illustrator 
• Flash 
• Premier Pro 
• Dreamweaver  
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 Final Cut Express 
• video editing  

 Media Conversion 
     Software 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital Media Commons provides access to a bank of MacPro computer workstations with a combination of freely-available and fee-based software including:* Standard OSX Software *Adobe Creative Suite 5* Final Cut Express – for video editing, with a variety of choices here depending on student preferences.



Digital Media Commons: 

Touch Tables & SDK 
Magic Planet & SDK 
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The Digital Media Commons has what we call a sandbox area with:Interactive Multi-touch tables, that is, they accommodate multiple simultaneous users, come with Software Development Kits- The table on the left is a low coffee-table height while the- The table on the top right is standing heightOn the bottom right is a photo of the Magic Planet digital globe that also comes with a Software Development KitThe globe is a natural for geographically based projects but can be used in any discipline, e.g. a graduate student is planning to use the globe for display of her poetry. ------------------------------Software for these was developed by Smart Technologies.



Digital Media Commons: 
Four A/V Edit Suites 

 2 Mac Pro equipped 
sound-proof A/V Edit 
Suites with high-end 
microphones  

• Software as  
Mac Pro 

 

   2 PC equipped  
   sound-proof A/V  
   Edit Suites with  
   high-end microphones 

• Adobe Creative Suite 5 
• Mango Languages 

Language Learning 
Software  
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 There are 4 audio-visual editing suites which are sound proof and come with high-end microphones, 2 with Macs and 2 with PCs2 Mac Pro equipped edit suites will provide same software as mentioned for the Mac Pro computer workstations while the  2 PC equipped edit suites will have Adobe Creative Suite 5 software as well as the interactive Mango Languages Learning Software.



Digital Media Commons:  … 

   Numark NS6 4 
   Channel DJ Controller  
   and Mixer w/ Serato 
   Itch 2.0 Software  
   

   Midi Keyboards 
   

   Colour scanners 

Animation and video 
game development 

• Scratch  
• Blender (3D animation) 

Music composition: 
• Audacity 
• Garage Band 
• Sound Studio 
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Here is a list of some of the other hardware and software that we’re providing access to: DJ controller and mixer, Midi keyboards, colour scanners, animation and video game development software, and music composition software.We have some higher end items on our wish list when funds become available. 



Digital Media Commons: 
Games Based Research space  

• Current and retro games 
• Gaming PCs 
• Consoles 
• Games LibGuide 
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A Games Based Research space is under development with current and retro games, six powerful gaming PCs, and two console areas: one for retrospective games from the 70s and 80s such as Atari and the other for contemporary games such as Xbox and Wii.As you can imagine, this collection will be very popular with students – and not only for research!The gaming collection was publicized already last Fall. So when the Visual & Performing Arts desk opened, the most common question was “Where are the video games?”We have already collected or purchased a large collection of over 800 video games – many of which have been catalogued on the Library Catalogue.Researchers work with the retro game consoles to create art projects, simulations and other games – as the retro systems are simpler to program for the novice. Note that the Games Based Research space was partially funded by our Students Union.

http://libguides.ucalgary.ca/content.php?pid=155358�


Digital Media Commons: 
Instruction and User Support 
• Peer-to-peer mentoring program in development 

(with students) 
• Equipment loan program 
• Visual & Performing Arts desk to accommodate 

both Digital Media and VP Arts services 
• Help: drop-in, phone, e-mail, appointments 
• Instruction by demand 
• Multimedia Creation Resources LibGuide (in 

progress) 
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The video game collection will circulate from the Visual & Performing Arts (VP Arts) desk.  Storage space for the charging stations will be there as well.There are plans to enlarge the Visual & Performing Arts desk to accommodate expanded Digital Media and VP Arts services, including an equipment loan program.Dylan Tetrault, the Digital Media Commons Manager is developing a peer-to-peer mentoring program.  As he points out, students are often the first people to identify the direction of the technologies as well as specific tools that are relevant to other students. He will be working with the Student Success Centre on this peer-to-peer mentoring program.There is a Multimedia Creation Resources LibGuide  in progress with a Digital Media Commons service point web page forthcoming.

http://libguides.ucalgary.ca/multimedia-creation�


Learning Commons 

• Spaces for passive and active learning 
• Presentation practice rooms – with video playback  
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Spaces throughout the TFDL further support students working on multimedia creation projects.The Learning Commons offers spaces for passive and active learning, including: computer workstations with different configurations.* The photo on the left is of a bank of iMacs located near to the Digital Media Commons while the photo on the right shows work spaces with dual monitors* There are also presentation practice rooms with large screens and webcams with video playback for students to review their presentations.



Large Instruction Rooms: 
With Class Spot PBL 
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Workrooms 

Presenter
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The Learning Commons collaborative workrooms employ Tidebreak Team Spot software whereby students can all work on the same document at the same time – as in the photo on the right.  The set up provides plug-ins for multiple inputs.  The Digital Media Commons plans to develop courses and workshops to teach students how to apply various technologies to student (and staff) projects.  This instruction can be given in one of the four large instruction rooms with Tidebreak Class Spot PBL whereby instructors can control the content on the students’ screens and students’ work  can be displayed on the instructor’s  screen.  Two of these rooms are set up with computers in rows accommodating ~38 students in each and two with round tables for group work – as shown in photo on the left.These rooms also have LCD screens on the side walls to display additional content or these screens can be set up for group work.



Spatial & Numeric Data 

• Classrooms for SPSS 
and GIS instruction  

• Large colour scanner 
• 70” screens 
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* Spatial and Numeric Data Services also supports multimedia creation, e.g. they provide assistance mapping various types of data geographically.* The facilities include classrooms for SPSS and GIS instruction.  Much of the software here is not available on all Learning Commons workstations as usually the application of the software requires remediation and often restricted data sets are employed, e.g. more granular census data which requires researchers to sign confidentiality and use agreements.*  Large and complex data sets can be viewed on a 70” LCD screen.*  There is also a large colour scanner for large projects (~48”)



Visualization Studio 

• Multi-surface computing w high-resolution  wall 
• Faculty facility 
 
 

•w 
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* Adjacent to Spatial and Numeric Data Services, is the Visualization Studio.* The Visualization Studio is more of a faculty and researcher facility  - for professional-level research* It involves multi-surface computing: with a high-resolution wall, LCD touch table, LCD screens, computers and/or laptops – all working together – and with 7.1 surround sound system* The photo on the right shows the back projection  systems.



Selected Bibliography 
• Hickerson, Thomas and Shawna Sadler.  Creating a 

comprehensive technology model for a converged library, 
archive, art and publishing facility at the University of 
Calgary.  Presented at Coalition for Networked 
Information, April 4, 2011. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F42t64f2VZQ 

• TFDL Implementation Planning Final Reports: 
http://lcr.ucalgary.ca/tfdl-teams/final-reports 

• Clyde, Jerremie. Games and Related Media LibGuide 
• Multimedia Creation Resources LibGuide (in progress) 
• Photos by: Dave Brown, University of Calgary 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/uc_imagingservices_db/ 
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For further information on the technology program at the University of Calgary Libraries and Cultural Resources, I recommend that you watch Tom Hickerson’s and Shawna Sadler’s presentation at the Coalition for Networked Information.You can view additional photos of the TFDL by our  photographer, Dave Brown, at the link provided above.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F42t64f2VZQ�
http://lcr.ucalgary.ca/tfdl-teams/final-reports�
http://libguides.ucalgary.ca/content.php?pid=155358�
http://libguides.ucalgary.ca/multimedia-creation�
http://www.flickr.com/photos/uc_imagingservices_db/�


Thank you! 
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